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Abstract 
 
 
This paper attempts to model complex destination-chain, departure time and route 
choices based on activity plan implementation and proposes an arc-based cross entropy 
method for solving approximately the dynamic user equilibrium in multiagent-based 
multiclass network context. A multiagent-based dynamic activity chain model is 
developed, combining travelers’ day-to-day learning process in the presence of both 
traffic flow and activity supply dynamics. The learning process towards user equilibrium 
in multiagent systems is based on the framework of Bellman’s principle of optimality, 
and iteratively solved by the cross entropy method. A numerical example is 
implemented to illustrate the performance of the proposed method on a multiclass 
queuing network.       
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1. Introduction 
 
The dependency of travel demand with activity planning and location choice is well 
recognized. Travelers usually organize their trip-chain such that the required travel time 
or cost is minimized for connecting their activity destinations. As travel demand is 
derived from activity realization, a variety of activity-based approaches have been 
proposed in the literature (see Jones et al., 1990). These studies tried to model travel 
demand by considering related decision choices with respect to activity realization. 
However, most of them focused either on static analysis of trip-chain characteristics or 
on single activity-based travel demand analysis. The complete dynamic activity chain 
modeling and simulation has been less studied and still is a difficult and complicated 
research issue in transportation science.    
The analysis of activity chaining behavior, originated from geography and urban 
planning in the early 1970s, focuses on the analysis of activity chain characteristics and 
its relationship with socio-demographic factors. These studies provided the analysis 
framework of activity chain formulation and incited more researchers for activity chain 
modeling. In a large variety of activity-chain-based travel demand analyses, most of 
them are based on static analytical framework to derive individual’s travel/activity 
decisions based on time-space constraints, neglecting traffic flow dynamics. These 
studies are mainly based on mathematical programming approaches (Recker, 2001), 
computational process modeling approaches (Arentze and Timmermans, 2004) or static 
user equilibrium framework (Maruyama and Sumalee, 2007).           
For dynamic activity chain modeling and simulation, Axhausen (1990) reported 
an activity chain simulation model combing activity-chain-based travel decision choice 
model and mesoscopic traffic flow propagation model. Lam and Yin (2001) proposed a 
dynamic activity-based traffic assignment model combining activity and route choice. 
The equilibrium is formulated as a variational inequality problem for which a network 
loading procedure combining the method of successive averages and Frank-Wolfe 
algorithm is proposed to obtain approximate solutions of the dynamic user equilibrium. 
However, the traffic dynamics is simplified by applying the BPR (Bureau of Public 
Road) type function, and the activity chaining problem is not treated. Ramadurai and 
Ukkusuri (2008) proposed an integrated activity-based model for destination, starting 
time of activity, duration of activity and route choice. A first order macroscopic traffic 
flow model is utilized to capture traffic flow dynamics. The decision choice is modeled 
on the basis of utility maximization by summing the utility of activities and the disutility 
of trips conducted in a travel-activity sequence. A day-to-day route flow adjustment 
process based on Euler’s method is proposed to obtain an approximate of dynamic user 
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equilibrium (DUE). However, the proposed route-based adjustment process is 
problematic when the size of network becomes large. 
Recently, increasing applications of the multiagent framework for dynamic 
activity chain modeling and simulation have been proposed (Cetin et al., 2002; Raney et 
al., 2003; Rieser et al., 2007). The multiagent framework is very convenient to simulate 
complex transportation systems composed of a large number of homogeneous / 
heterogeneous individuals (agents) interacting between them and with their environment. 
In these models, each traveler is modeled as an autonomous agent aiming to implement a 
sequence of planned activities on a daily basis. The departure time and route choice are 
undertaken in a sequential and heuristic way, implying that travelers search satisfaction 
solutions under dynamical environment. Traveler’s learning process is modeled in an 
iterative day-to-day adjustment process based on the experienced performance of travel 
and activity choices. However, there are still few studies on efficient algorithms for 
computing approximate solutions of DUE on such a non-cooperative multiagent system. 
For this issue, existing convergence results and conditions for convergence towards the 
Nash equilibrium in multiagent systems have been proposed in simple static or general 
sum stochastic games (Fudenberg and Levine, 1997; Hu and Wellman 2003; Busoniu et 
al., 2008). However, the general conditions allowing multiagent systems converge 
towards a Nash equilibrium require that each agent has complete information of the 
strategic profiles, i.e. payoffs of action/choice of the other agents. This condition is 
generally unavailable in multiagent-based dynamic traffic assignment case. Different 
with multiagent learning algorithms developed in artificial intelligence, Ma and 
Lebacque (2007) proposed a cross entropy method solving the static/dynamic traffic 
assignment problem in multiagent transportation systems. It has been proved that the 
proposed cross entropy method converges to fixed points of the cross-entropy field (Ma 
2007; Lebacque et al., 2009). The numerical study has shown that the proposed method 
can find approximations of Nash equilibriums in dynamic environment. 
The development of algorithms for solving DUE has been an active research 
issue in transportation science (see the review of Peeta and Ziliaskopoulos, 2001). The 
formulation of DUE can be based on variational inequalities, fixed-point or non-linear 
complementarity problem (Patriksson, 1994). Several solution techniques have been 
proposed for solving DUE: projected dynamical system approaches (Bertsekas and 
Gafni, 1982; Nagurney 1993), dynamical system approaches (Smith, 1979, 1993), and 
the method of successive averages (Tong and Wong, 2000). Dafermos (1972, 1980, 
1982) proposed a series of papers in studying traffic equilibrium problem in multiclass 
transportation network with asymmetric link cost functions. The solution algorithms and 
the necessary conditions for the convergence of the algorithm have been proposed under 
the monotonicity property of travel cost. However, for multiclass / multimodal 
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simulation-based DUE problem, the difficulty in obtaining approximations of DUE 
remains on the non-monotonicity property of travel cost when more than one class of 
users are incorporated in a link (Wynter, 2001).    
This paper suggests an activity-chain-based dynamic traffic assignment model on 
the basis of traveler’s activity program realization. The travel choice concerns 
destinations, departure time and route choice. An extended point queue model is 
proposed to capture traffic flow dynamics in network. For demand modeling, a 
multiagent approach is developed for traveler’s complex activity chain modeling and 
simulation. Different with traditional trip-based approaches, the proposed activity-based 
approach considers that travel demand is derived from the realization of an activity 
program (plan). The complex activity-chain-based DUE condition is formulated by 
applying dynamic programming approach. Each traveler is considered as a bounded-
rational user (utility-maximiser) aiming, at each activity location, at maximizing the total 
expected gain of net activity value (utility) for not yet implemented activities in his/her 
activity program. As the environment is stochastic in the presence of multiagent 
interactions, traveler’s learning process is indeed similar to multiagent reinforcement 
learning process in distributed artificial intelligence. The solution of optimal travel 
choice at each decision-making stage is based on the idea of Bellman’s principle of 
optimality, resulting in an approximate of dynamic user equilibrium with respect to total 
net activity values obtained from activity program realization. According to the 
experience of all travelers, the system learns iteratively to shift travelers to more 
attractive travel choices. As link costs are asymmetric with the presence of multiclass 
users, the traditional derivative-based method is not applicable. Hence, an arc-based 
cross entropy (CE) method (Rubinstein, 1999; Helvik and Wittner, 2001; Ma and 
Lebacque, 2007) is proposed to approximate activity-chain-based DUE. The basic idea 
is that we utilize a set of probability distributions guiding travelers towards DUE, which 
is considered as a rare event among all possible assignments. The DUE as a rare event is 
achieved by iteratively updating the probability distributions based on minimization of 
cross entropy. The CE method is a derivative-free method convenient for solving 
asymmetric multiclass dynamic traffic assignment problems. It has also been shown to 
be more efficient than the dynamical system approach since it optimizes the adjustment 
step size towards unique/multiple equilibrium points. (Ma and Lebacque, 2007; see also 
Jin, 2007; Smith 1979, 1993 for alternative dynamical systems approaches). Different 
with the algorithms based on route flow adjustment procedure, the proposed approach is 
arc-based, avoiding the difficulty of route enumeration for all OD pairs.   
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, the basic assumptions 
of the proposed dynamic activity chain model are presented. Then activity value 
measurement and activity program settings are discussed. We propose an extended point 
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queue model to capture traffic flow dynamics on road network and discuss the modeling 
approach for multiclass network. The approximate solution of DUE condition on the 
basis of activity chain realization is obtained based on the idea of Bellman’s principle of 
optimality, solved iteratively by cross entropy method. Having formulated the DUE 
condition on individual basis, an arc-based CE approach is proposed to approximate 
simulation-based multiclass DUE. A numerical example is illustrated on a bimodal road 
network to illustrate the performance of the solution algorithm. Finally, the conclusions 
and future extensions are discussed. 
 
2. Model formulation 
 
The basic assumptions of the proposed activity chaining model are discussed as follows: 
(i) we consider a multiclass road network with a set of behaviorally homogeneous 
travelers, i.e. traveler’s behavior depends only on the net value of activities (accounting 
for only travel cost and economic value of activity). This simplification allows us to 
investigate the performance of the solution algorithm without loss of generality. The 
current model can be easily extended by classifying users into different behaviorally 
homogeneous groups. Each traveler is modeled as an agent aiming to implement his/her 
activity program (plan) for a period of time. The activity program is simplified as a 
sequence of activities characterized by desired starting times assumed known a priori 
and fixed. The locations of two consecutive planned activities are assumed to be 
different and need a trip linkage. We limit our analysis only to the destination-chain, 
departure time and route choice problem. The mode choice in trip chain is not taken into 
account in this study. (ii) The activity model is based on Accessibility to Vacant 
Activities (AVA) model (Leurent, 1999; Ma and Lebacque, 2006). Activity demand is 
located at origins, and activity supply at destinations. The activities are assumed 
countable with constrained capacity (fixed activity supply) for which they possess 
different gross economic values, identically perceived by all individuals. Also, we 
suppose each individual chooses one best vacant activity at destination for which 
occupied activities cannot be served by the other individuals. As the activity value is 
generally difficult to measure, we assume that its value follows some probability 
distributions with differentiable density. However, more elaborated activity value 
functions taking into account activity duration can also be applied (Lam and Yin, 2001). 
(iii) For the implementation of activity program, it is assumed that each traveler aims to 
perform the totality of his scheduled activities and maximize his/her total net activity 
value. Route cost is assumed arc-additive. However, route-specific cost can also be 
added. Travel decisions are undertaken with respect to destination chain, departure time 
and route choice. The two latter decisions are considered in a sequential manner for each 
scheduled activity. Travelers are assumed to have no priori information about traffic 
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condition and activity value distribution at destinations. (iv) The departure time choice is 
considered within a reasonable time period, i.e. between actual arrival time of the 
destination of current activity and the desired starting time of next planned activity. The 
reasonable time period is discretized into a set of equal time interval. Travelers choose a 
departure time interval and then a random departure time instant is selected. Travelers 
aim to arrive to activity destinations on expected arrival time, and an early/late arrival 
penalty is imposed if the actual arrival time differs from the expected arrival time.  
The traveler’s activity chaining behavior is summarized as follows. Let each 
traveler have a fixed activity program to engage in a period of time. Keeping planned 
activities in mind, each traveler makes his/her destination-chain choice at the origin and 
then conducts sequentially departure time and route choice for the next activities in 
his/her activity program. The optimal choice decision at each decision stage is the 
solution which maximizes the expected net activity values for not yet implemented 
activities. The system learns the optimal strategy iteratively based on the average 
performance of travel alternatives, measured by net activity values, i.e., gross values of 
activity minus its generalized travel cost. It should be noted that traveler’s activity 
program doesn’t change from one day to another. The system searches a long term user 
equilibrium state in an activity chaining context. Although the proposed model 
simplifies the traveler’s complex decision making, it captures the essential of travel-
cost/activity-value tradeoff in the activity program realization process.  
2.1 Activity program and economic value of activity chain 
 
Let an activity program g be defined as a sequence of planned activities that a traveler 
would like to engage during a period of time, i.e.:   
},...,,...,2,1,0{ nig =                                                                                             (1) 
where i denotes the ith planned activity. Each activity is characterized by its desired 
starting time  and its economic value. The sequence of desired starting times of 
activities satisfy the condition
τ
nτ<<τ ...0 . Let O be the set of origins, and D the set of 
destinations of activities. The set of possible OD pairs is denoted by 
{ }{ DOjijiK ∪∈∀= ),(),( }.  A route-chain of activity program g with origin o is defined 
as a sequence of routes linking all scheduled activity destinations:  
iiki
o
gn RrUurrru ,1,},,...,,{ 21 −∈∀∈∀=                                                                  (2) 
where o is origin, and  is the route connecting two consecutive activities i-1 and i.   
denotes the set of route-chains for activity program g with departure origin o, and  
the set of routes connecting OD pair k of activity i-1 and i.  
ir ogU
iik
R
,1−
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We now describe briefly the AVA activity model. Let  represent the number 
of vacant activities at destination d, and  the number of served activities at 
destination d at time t, . Its economic value with respect to the destination 
d follows an exponential probability distribution function as:  
dA
)(tTd
dd AtT ≤≤ )(0
Ddmvvh dddd ∈∀−λ−λ= )),(exp()(                                                                       (3) 
where   and .  dmv ≥ 0≥λd
Let  denote the cumulative function of activity value v, and  its 
inverse function. The activity value  obtained by individuals when arriving at 
destination d at time t is calculated as 
∫ ∞−≡ v dd vhvH )()( )(1 vH d−
)(tv
))(1()( 1
d
d
d A
tTHtv −= − .    
By assuming the additivity of economic value, the net activity value obtained at 
destination is calculated as its gross activity value minus its generalized route cost. The 
later is composed of two parts, one being its trip time and the other the early/late arrival 
penalty with respect to desired starting time of activity. Based on bounded-rational 
behavior assumption, an indifference interval is introduced to reflect the tolerable 
schedule variation. We use a piecewise early/late arrival penalty function to reflect the 
arrival cost associated to the ideal arrival time (Vickrey, 1969; Mahmassani and Chang, 
1985). The generalized trip cost of the route , connecting the destinations of scheduled 
activity i-1 and i , is formulated as 
ir
),0max(),0max()()( arrarr ∆−τ−×µ+−∆−τ×µ+µ×π= βα iddirr iiii ttttC                            (4) 
where  is the travel time of route  when entering the initial point of the route at 
time t,  the arrival time at the destination  of activity i. 
)(t
ir
π ir
arr
id
t id µ  is the unitary economic 
value of travel time.  and  are unitary penalty associated with early and late 
arrival, respectively.  is the half of tolerable schedule delay interval without penalty. 
Based on the experimental result (Small, 1982), we assume that the condition 
 holds. Note that the penalty value is evaluated by traveler’s actual 
arriving time to destination, depending on his/her departure time and traffic condition. 
The penalty value reflects traveler’s experienced performance of departure time and 
route choice, according to which travelers adjust their departure time and route choice on 
next iteration. This learning process is reflected in the related choice probability update 
calculation ((19)-(21)).  
αµ βµ
∆
βα µµµ0 <<<
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The net economic value of activity i obtained by a traveler at destination depends 
on the traveler’s: (1) leaving time  from previous activity i-1; (2) arrival time  to the 
next activity i; (3) route choice . The net activity value is calculated as:   
1−it it
ir
)()(),,( 11
*
−− −= iriiiiii tCtvttrv i                                                                                    (5) 
where  is the gross economic value of activity i obtained at destination when 
arriving at time .  is the generalized travel cost of route  when entering the 
initial point of the route at time .  
)( ii tv
it )( 1−ir tC i ir
1−it
Based on (5), the net activity value of activity chain  is the sum of net 
activity values received at destinations with respect to activity program g, i.e.  
),( tuvog
ogttrvtuv
gi
iiiiog ∀∀= ∑
∈∀
− ,,),,(),( 1
*                                                                           (6)        
where u denotes a trip chain. t is the entering time of transport network. 
 
2.2 Dynamic traffic flow propagation 
 
The network is described as a graph ),( EVG =  with a set of nodes V and a set of 
directed links E. The departure times of travelers from their respective origins are chosen 
by the travelers. The total OD demand is given, and the conservation of the flow at 
origins applies: 
oD
 
OodttdD
T
oo ∈∀= ∫ ,)(
0                                                                                              (7) 
where  is total demand from origin o and  the demand flow rate from origin o at 
time t. 
oD )(tdo
At each destination, an available activity capacity constraint  applies: dN
DdNdttx
dMe
d
T
e ∈∀≤∑ ∫
∈
,)(
)( 0
                                                                                        
(8) 
where  denotes the flow rate over link e at time t, )(txe T the time of last vehicle leaves 
the network. is the set of entering links of destination node d. )(dM
For simplification, each road-user traveler is represented as a road-vehicle agent 
moving in the road network. Agents chose their routes by choosing links at each node, 
following a stochastic choice model as described in Section 3. The link traffic flow 
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model on road network is based on the point queue concept (Kuwahara and Akamatsu 
1997). For each link e, the link travel time is calculated as a function of the difference 
between the arrival and departure curves at arrival time t: 
ttADtT eee −= − ))(()( 1                                                                                                    (9) 
where  denotes the cumulative number of vehicles entering link e at time t and 
 the cumulative number of vehicles leaving link e at time t. 
)(tDe
)(tAe
We assume that traffic propagation behaviors are different according the traffic 
conditions (free flow/congestion). The basic model has been adapted in order to take into 
account intersections in a more realistic way. For links entering an intersection, groups 
of lanes are distinguished. Each group of lanes corresponds to an outgoing link of the 
intersection. For links with only one lane or one outgoing link, the regular point queue 
model is applied. As agents chose an outgoing link, they are added to the corresponding 
group of lanes. When time-dependent traffic demand exceeds its time-dependent 
capacity, a traffic queue is generated. Each group of lanes admits its own queue, with its 
own dynamics in terms of queue generation and dissipation, and First-In-First-Out 
(FIFO) discipline is respected within each group of lanes. Queues in one group of lanes 
are assumed not to influence the fluidity of another group of lanes within the same link. 
This model can easily be improved at little cost, by implementing a particle 
discretization of macroscopic traffic flow models (Mammar 2006; Khoshyaran and 
Lebacque 2008), such as first order models (Daganzo, 1994 ; Elloumi et al., 1994; 
Buisson et al., 1995 ;  Lo, 1999) or second order models (Garavello and Piccoli, 2006; 
Lebacque et al., 2007). 
We consider point-wise intersections, with no specific passing time nor any 
storage space. However, the intersections can be modeled more realistically by 
endowing them with physical characteristics, either node supply and demand functions, 
or internal state dynamics (Lebacque and Khoshyaran 2005, Khoshyaran and Lebacque 
2009).  
Now let us describe how traffic passes intersections with various entering 
(upstream) links and various outgoing (downstream) links. The flows from upstream 
links to downstream links through the intersection are bound by dynamic inflow and 
outflow capacity constraints, which result from traffic supply and demand constraints. In 
the congested case, vehicles’ link delay depends on the number of vehicles in front of 
the agent in the same queue. When vehicles from several ingoing links compete for a 
given outgoing link, the entering order to the chosen outgoing link is given with a 
probability of choice. This probability expresses how conflicts between agents are 
resolved in the node. Different rules, based on node optimization models or supply split 
equilibrium models, could be used (Lebacque and Khoshyaran 2005).  
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Let us describe briefly the traffic flow constraints for the diverge and merge case 
in intersections with multiple upstream links  and multiple downstream links .  re se
 
Diverge constraints 
In the diverge case, the time-dependent departure flow capacity of lane group  within 
upstream link  for the next chosen downstream link  is constrained by 
(supply/demand approach (Lebacque 1996; Lebacque and Khoshyaran 2005): 
sl
re se
))(σ,δαmin()(δ * tt
sr
ss
r ee
l
rs
l
e =                                                                                        (10) 
where  
sl  is the lane group within upstream link  for the next chosen downstream link  re se
)(δ ts
r
l
e  is the link outflow from upstream link to downstream link at time t re se
sl
rsα  is a split coefficient corresponding partial outflow capacity from upstream link  
to downstream link  by lane group .  
re
se sl
( )t
se
σ  is the supply of the downstream link  at time t se
*
re
δ  is the capacity of the upstream link . re
 
Merge constraints 
For intersection i, the total flow entering the downstream link  cannot exceed its total 
time-dependent inflow capacity: 
se
)(),(σ)(δ iMett r
e
e
l
e
r
s
s
r
∈≤∑                                                                                       (11) 
with the same notations as in (10). M(i) is the set of entering links of node i. 
These constraints can be managed by random entrance or point wise node models, as 
mentioned above. 
The present multiclass road network setting can be extended to a multimodal 
transportation system. Buses or other public transport vehicles can be introduced in the 
model as special agents who can act as moving obstacles in the traffic flow. Buses are 
also stocked in the point queues at interactions. Metro / tram / train lines could be added 
in a similar way with capacity constraints and specific operation settings. The 
connections to road network can be assured via transfer networks. The congestion in 
metro / tram / train can be modeled as delays on lines and waiting time at stations. The 
reader is referred to Ma and Lebacque (2008), and Meschini et al. (2007) for more 
detailed description. The congestion model (the same as the one used for the traffic 
model) can be viewed as a Lagrangian discretization of a point queue model with a 
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supply-demand node model (Khoshyaran and Lebacque 2008). The traffic model will be 
consistent. Travel time estimations are used for activity chain choice (travel choices in 
activity chain realization) only and evaluated from the agents’ trips.  
In the multimodal setting, there are multiple equilibriums. The multiagent 
approach developed in this paper thus aims to construct a plausible equilibrium by a 
method which is essentially stochastic and which emulates a day-to-day learning 
process.  
2.3 Dynamical user equilibrium based on activity chain 
 
We consider a long-term predictive dynamic user equilibrium given travelers’ fixed 
activity programs. The activity-chain-based dynamical user equilibrium can be stated as 
an extension of the Wardrop principle (Wardrop, 1952). Hence, for travelers of the same 
class, i.e. the same origin, mode availability and activity program, the expected total net 
activity value at each decision making stage, resulting from destination, departure time 
and route choice, is equal and no less than that of unused choice alternatives. Different 
with utility maximization, the proposed activity-chain-based model implies that 
traveler’s optimal decision rule is based on the bounded rationality assumption. 
Travelers aim to maximize future expected net activity value gains under traffic 
propagation and activity availability dynamics. The dynamic user equilibrium problem 
in question is essentially the same as a sequential decision making problem for which 
each traveler tends to find a non-cooperative optimal decision for limited resources. This 
problem has been recognized as difficult to solve and been remaining an active research 
issue in the domain of artificial intelligence, computer science and economics (Littman, 
1996). We believe there exists such dynamic user equilibrium for the proposed activity-
chain model because it is the extension of origin-destination-based dynamic user 
equilibrium problem in multiagent context (Ma and Lebacque 2007; Lebacque et al., 
2009). Further, the problem of determining an equilibrium within the framework of the 
simulation-based DUE can be reduced by discretization to determining a fixed point of a 
continuous map in a compact finite-dimensional space.    
Different with classical variational inequality formulation of trip-based DUE, an 
equivalent mathematical statement, on the basis of traveler’s decision choice, is based on 
the idea of Bellman’s principle of optimality. As mentioned earlier, the problem to be 
solved for each agent is the maximization of the expectation of net activity value of 
activity program under incomplete information. Let the state variable  describe 
traveler’s state at time t, representing the current node of route and the current activity in 
the activity chain. The decision variable is destination-chain and/or departure time and 
route choice at each decision stage. Let  be the time of the traveler’s arrival to the 
)(ts
1−it
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destination of activity . For travelers at any activity i-1, 1−i gi∈∀  the optimal travel 
choice  for next activity i is based on the solution of maximizing the expected net 
activity values summing from current state to the end of activity program completion. 
Thereby, for any
)( 1
*
−ii ta
gi∈  it implies:   
]),,([Emaxarg)( 1
*
)(1
*
1
∑
≥ϕ
−ϕϕϕϕΓ∈− −
=
i
taii
ttrvta
ii
                                                          (12) 
where  
),()( dep*
def
1
*
iiii trta =−  is the optimal travel choice for next activity i at time  with 
respect to route choice  and departure time  for next activity i.    
1−it
*
ir
dep
it
)( 1−Γ it  is the feasible travel choice set at time  with respect to departure time and 
route choice.  
1−it
),,( 1
*
−ϕϕϕϕ ttrv  denotes the net activity value of activity ϕ , evaluated by (5), 
depending on selecting route and activity supply dynamics when arriving at 
destination of .  ϕ
 
The choice of alternative in the search for the next activity can be viewed as 
probabilistic. The Bellman’s principle of optimality proposes a local solution for the 
maximization problem of (12). Based on the framework of this principle, the problem of 
(12) can be iteratively solved by the proposed cross entropy method in the next section. 
It should be noted that the state equation of the process in (12) is the transition between 
activity  and activity i via route , and (12) is solved in Step 2 of the main algorithm 
by the agents (described in Section 3.1). 
1−i ir
Note that the expectation in (12) cannot be calculated on routes by travelers because its 
value depends on the net activity values obtained in the future. As a result, the 
expectation of the travel choice is approximated as the sample average when all agents 
have completed their activity program. The experienced performance of travel choices 
influences related choice probabilities on next iteration. The solution of (12) is 
iteratively approximated within the process of the solution algorithm (equations (19)-
(21)).  
Given the above optimal decision rule, the activity-chain-based DUE is the optimal 
solutions of the equation (12). The difficulty remains on how to derive optimal 
probability distributions towards DUE on a multiagent system.  
 
3. Solution algorithm 
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To solve the aforementioned DUE problem, a CE-based approach is developed, aiming 
to derive iteratively optimal probability distributions towards DUE with respect to 
destination chain, departure time and route choice. The CE approach derives optimal 
choice probability distributions based on average performance experienced by travelers 
at previous day (iteration) such that travelers of the same class, competing for the same 
activity and transport supply, shift to more valuable alternatives at next day. The 
proposed algorithm is based on traveler’s day-to-day learning behaviour, reflecting 
similar mechanism of traveler’s travel choice adjustment process. The experimental 
investigation of traveler’s day-to-day route choice and departure time choice dynamics 
confirmed that travelers adjust their daily travel decision in response to traffic 
congestion and the system may converge to user equilibria (Mahmassani 1990). The 
reader is referred to (Ma and Lebacque 2007; Ma, 2007) for more detail descriptions.   
To avoid the route enumeration problem, traveler’s route is constructed in a 
sequential way by selecting an outgoing link at each node until arriving to the activity 
destination. We have associated with each node a set of OD dependent outgoing 
arc/node choice probabilities to guide agents towards cheaper routes. The route choice 
probability is the multiplication of sequential arc choice probabilities of its route. The 
rationale of this approach is that the sequence of probability distributions should 
converge towards a distribution concentrated on optimal routes. This emulates the day-
to-day learning of agents. The detail of proposed algorithm for solving activity-chain-
based DUE problem is described as follows.  
3.1 CE approach for the activity-chain-based dynamic traffic assignment problem 
 
The basic concept of the CE approach for dynamic traffic assignment problem is 
recalled here. Consider a set of routes  connecting a pair of origin and destination k. 
Agents choose a route following a probability distribution p, which is iteratively 
adjusted with respect to the performance of the route. Let  be the performance 
function of route r, defined by Boltzmann distribution with the control parameter : 
kR
)γ(rH
γ
                                                                                   (13) k
dC
r RreH rr ∈∀= − ,)γ( γ/)(
where  is the travel cost of route r depending on its travel demand . The 
parameter  controls the swapping force pushing agents shift from more costly routes to 
cheaper ones. As its value increases, the shifting force reduces. The overall expected 
performance based on the choice probability distribution p is the expectation of all route 
performance. Following Rubinstein (1999), the optimal probability distribution towards 
cheaper routes at the next iteration is the solution of the following optimization problem, 
)( rr dC rd
γ
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which minimize the Kullback-Liebler relative entropy between two consecutive 
probability distributions: 
]ln)γ([Emax w1 pp pp H
w =+                                                                                       (14) 
subject to 
∑
∈
≥∀=
kRr
rr pp 0,1                                                                                                 (15) 
with w being the index of iteration. The idea here is that  should be as close as 
possible to the distribution  weighted by the performance distribution (which favors 
low cost routes).  
1+wp
wp
In the case of a single OD and many routes, the optimal probability distribution 
obtained by solving the above optimization problem is given by   
 k
Rs
Cw
s
wC
w
r
w
r Rrep
epp
k
ww
s
w
r ∈∀= ∑
∈
−
−
+ ,
γ/
γ/
1                                                                        (16) 
Following previous work (Ma and Lebacque, 2007), the control parameter is determined 
by solving the following optimization problem: 
Min   subject to                                                                 (17) wγ ∑
∈
+ ≤−
kRr
ww
r
w
r pp α||
1
where 
w
Cw =α  is a numerical divergent series such that the flow adjustment converges 
to fixed points. C is a positive constant for setting initial value of . wγ
We conjecture that an iterative process such as (17) and (19)-(21) converges 
towards fixed points. The reasoning is the following: 
• imposing (17) implies that the  will (on average) increase, wγ
• then the process of (16) will approximate the integration of field lines of the field 
obtained by letting  in (16). The reader is referred to the articles of Ma 
and Lebacque (2007) and Lebacque et al. (2009) for detailed description.   
∞→γ
• The integrated lines of the field converge towards the fixed points of the field.   
Numerical experiments support this conjecture. 
 
The solution algorithm for the multiagent dynamic traffic assignment problem 
iteratively updates the related choice probability distributions towards the DUE. The 
procedure of simulation is described as follows. Each agent constructs a route chain 
connecting activity destinations of his/her activity program. Conditional with the 
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destination chain determined at the origin, an agent selects his departure time for next 
activity at current activity location, and then incrementally moves to the next outgoing 
arc until the destination. When arriving at destination, the agent chooses one vacant 
activity with best gross activity value. Its net activity value can then be evaluated by 
reducing the general travel cost of trip from obtained gross activity value. This process is 
repeated until agent’s activity program is accomplished. When all agents complete their 
activity programs, the probability distributions with respect to destination-chain, 
departure time and outgoing node choice are updated according to the performance of 
experienced travel alternatives of agents.   
The detail of proposed solution algorithm for activity-chain-based DUE is 
described as follows.  
Main algorithm  
 
Step 1: Initialization 
Initialize the uniform probability distribution for destination-chain and departure time 
choice for all travelers. The interval for departure time choice from activities i-1 to i is 
initialized within the desired starting time ],[ 1 ii ττ − . Let an outgoing node y at x be a 
successor of x. For outgoing node choice at node x, a set of vectors of probabilities is 
associated with node x,  for all OD pair Vx∈∀ Kk ∈ . Agents utilize these probability 
distributions to construct their routes to destinations. The probability vector  (see 
definition below) is initialized by applying an iteratively updating procedure, suggested 
by the solution of Eq. (14) (Rubinstein, 1999).  
xkp
1.1 Initialize a uniform distribution for conditional outgoing node choice for all 
nodes. Let })({ xyp z xky
z
xk
+Λ∈=p , 0≥∀ z xkyp  denotes the vector of conditional 
choice probabilities z xkyp  for outgoing node y at node x for OD pair k at iteration 
z.  is the set of outgoing nodes of x, )(x+Λ Vx∈∀ and Kk∈∀ . Set iteration 
index z=1. 
1.2 Generate N random routes for all Kk ∈  based on . Evaluate route costs and 
order them from lowest to highest. Then calculate the 
z
xkp
ρ -quantile of the route 
costs , i.e. th lowest cost (⎡ ⎤NC ρ ⎡ Nρ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤a denotes the smallest integer greater than 
or equal to a). Note that ρ  is set small, say 3.01.0 ≤ρ≤ , such that resulting 
outgoing node choice probability is not too small.  
1.3 Update z xkyp  as: 
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                                                               (18) 
where  is an indicator being 1 if the arc (x, y) belongs to route r 
and the cost of route r satisfies 
⎡ ⎤ ),(1 ][ yxNr CC ρ≤
⎡ ⎤Nr CC ρ≤ , and 0 otherwise.  
1.4 If εpp ≤−+ zxkzxk 1 ,  , then stop. Otherwise go to 1.2.  Set 0ε > 1+= zz .  
Note that the above initialization of conditional outgoing node choice probability 
favors travelers’ use of shortest paths between origins and destinations. Also, it 
should keep the probabilities of other outgoing node choices not too small so that the 
utilization of other routes is also possible.  
 
Step 2: Route construction and net activity value evaluation 
Load agents in the network according to the aforementioned simulation procedure. Each 
agent constructs its trip chain to complete his/her fixed activity program g based on 
related choice probability distributions. The departure time choice horizon  for the 
next scheduled activity i is considered between agent’s arrival time  at activity i-1, 
and the desired starting time  of next activity i. Agents’ choice of departure time and 
outgoing node are conducted at the activity destinations and at the nodes of network, 
respectively, according to related probability distributions. When all agents have 
completed their activity program, the average performance of related destination chain, 
departure time and route choice can then be evaluated by (5). The approximate solution 
to the sequential optimisation problem of (12) is iteratively ameliorated by updating the 
choice probabilities in Sep 3. 
iT
1−it
iτ
  
Step 3: Choice probability update 
The choice probability distributions with respect to destination-chain, departure time and 
outgoing node choice are updated as follows.  
 
Destination chain choice probability update  
The choice probability of destination-chain d (a sequence of destinations), conditional on 
agent’s activity program g and his/her origin o, is updated based on the summation of 
normalized net activity values obtained at activity destinations. It is defined as:   
dg
ep
epp
og
l
og
w
ogl
l
og
w
ogs
ss vw
og
v
w
og
w
og ,,w
w
γ/~
γ/~
1 ∀= ∑
∈
−
−
+
Dd
d
dd
d
d
                                                                    (19) 
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with max,
max, ˆ~
w
w
og
w
w
og v
vv
v
d
dd
d
−= , where w
og
w
ogw
og v
v
v dd =ˆ  with wogvd  being the average net value of 
activities for agents of the same destination-chain choice d, origin o and activity program 
g. wogv  is the average net activity value with respect to origin o and activity program g. 
The maximum of the net activity value with respect to d is {maxmax, =wvd ogwogv Ddd ∈∀ˆ }  
with  being the set of possible destination-chains with respect to o and g.  is the 
control parameter with respect to o and g at the iteration w, obtained by solving (17). 
The net activity value obtained by agents at destination is evaluated by (5) and (3). 
ogD
w
ogγ
 
Departure time choice probability update 
The probability of discretized departure time choice h, conditional on agent’s activity 
program g, OD pair k, and desired starting time τ  of next activity i, is updated as 
follows:       
hgk
ep
epp
iT
l
ikg
w
ikg
lh
i
l
ikg
w
ikg
sh
i
s
i
s
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kgh
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w
kgh
w
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where max,
max, ˆ~
w
kg
w
hkg
w
kgw
hkg
i
ii
i v
vv
v
τ
ττ
τ
−=  is the relative normalized net value of activities with 
w
kg
w
hkgw
hkg
i
i
i v
v
v
τ
τ
τ =ˆ . {maxmax, =τwkg iv ii Twhkg Hhv τ∈∀τˆ } denotes the maximum of normalized net 
value of activities for agents of the same attributes with respect to (k, g, ).  is the 
set of the discretized time intervals within the time interval 
iτ iTH τ
ittT iiii ∀τ= −−τ )],,max(,[ 11 . 
Similarly, whkgv τ  and 
w
kgv τ  is the average net value of activities with respect to (h, k, g, τ ) 
and (h, k, τ ), respectively.  
 
Outgoing node choice probability update 
The choice probability of next outgoing node y, conditional on being at node x and 
agent’s OD pair k, is updated as follows:  
 KkVx
ep
epp
xy
Cw
xky
C
w
xky
w
xky
xk
w
xky
xk
w
yxk
∈∀∈∀= ∑
+Λ∈
−
−
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1
w
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w
                                                        (21) 
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where wxkwyxkwyxk CCC /
~ =  is the normalized average generalized travel cost of OD pair k. 
w
yxkC  and 
w
xkC , represent agents’ realized average generalized travel cost for routes 
passing the arc (x, y) and the node x for OD pair k at iteration w, respectively.  
 
Step 4: Stopping criteria 
If the derived choice probability distributions for destination chain, departure time and 
outgoing node choice vary within a small number 0>ε , then stop. Otherwise go to Step 
2. Set .          1+= ww
 
Based on the above plausible day-to-day learning process, the approximations of 
dynamic user equilibrium can be iteratively achieved. 
 
4. A numerical example  
 
This section presents numerical results for a grid road network of 60 nodes and 208 arcs 
with multiple ODs and multiclass users. The length of directed arcs (road section) is 
randomly set between 1 km and 5 km. The number of lanes is set uniformly as 2 for all 
arcs. Two different agents (users) are present on the network: car and bus with different 
travel speed settings. The travel speed is set as 90 km/hr for car agents and 45km/hr for 
bus agents. The traffic dynamics modeling is based on the aforementioned extended 
point queue model. The demand is set as 200 for each class of agents at two origins: 
nodes 11 and 50 (Fig. 1). Seven activity destinations are set at node 7, 14, 26, 28, 35, 42, 
and 56. The parameter  (average gross activity value at destination d) in Eq. (3) is set 
respectively as 10, 20, 40, 30, 25, 15, and 55 (euros) for the above destinations.  is set 
as 4 for all destinations. For simplicity, each agent has an activity program to be 
implemented, composed of two activities with desired starting time at 9:00 and 11:00, 
respectively. The activity supply is set as sufficiently large (4000 activities at each 
destination) for all destinations. The discretized departure time choice interval is 5 
minutes. The unitary travel cost and early/late arrival penalty are set as 7 euros/hour, 4 
euros/hour and 15 euros/hour, respectively.   
dm
dλ
 
[place Fig. 1 about here] 
 
            The performance of proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Fig. 2 
shows the convergence result of total net activity values of agents with respect to origins 
and transport mode. The difference of total net activity values between 4 classes (2 agent 
classes multiplied by two origins) reflects that car agents have more advantage to occupy 
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better activities (lower travel time to arrive to the destinations with higher activity 
values). Fig. 3 The Wardrop-type dynamic user equilibrium condition can also be 
verified by agent’s obtained total net activity value based on his/her activity program 
realization. As shown in Fig. 3, most agents of the same class have obtained nearly the 
same net activity values with only few exceptions. Fig. 4 depicts the convergence of the 
generalized travel costs for car and bus agents departing from node 11. The ordered 
travel cost of these agents converges towards a lower value due to the fact that agents 
learn gradually better departure time and route choices. Similarly, agents learn to shift to 
more attractive destination chain and departure time choices. Note that the number of 
car/bus agents between node 26 and node 56 is eventually greater than 200 since it 
combines agents from two possible origins. Fig. 5 depicts the evolution of choice 
probability over possible destination chains for bus agents from origin 11. The results 
show that the probabilities of best destination-chain choice node 26 and node 56 increase 
rapidly to 1, due to its higher gross activity values (40 and 55 euros per activity, 
respectively). However, the probabilities of other destination-chain choice alternatives 
decrease rapidly to 0. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of choice probabilities for the departure 
time choice. The agents modify gradually the departure time choice with respect to the 
desired arrival time. The departure time choice probability converges iteratively to some 
time intervals with higher performance. Fig. 7 shows the evolution of choice probability 
over outgoing nodes along the shortest route 11-12-13-14-15-16-26. The results 
illustrate that the choice probability of outgoing nodes on the shortest route increase 
gradually. Despite the fact that agents reinforce the choice probability over the links on 
the shortest route, the choice probability over other links have non-zero probabilities due 
to the fact that the difference of normalized generalized costs is relatively small, 
influenced jointly by the departure time choice of agents.  
 
[place Fig. 2 - Fig. 7 about here] 
 
5. Conclusion and discussions 
 
In this paper, a dynamical activity-chaining model is proposed to capture individual’s 
travel behavior under traffic dynamics and activity supply. A multiagent approach is 
implemented to model the individual’s travel decision choice process with an activity 
supply model based on the Accessibility to Vacant Activities model. We propose a cross 
entropy based solution algorithm to obtain approximate solutions of the multiclass 
dynamic traffic assignment problem in a multiagent transportation system. Different 
with route-based flow adjustment algorithms, the proposed method is arc-based, 
avoiding the route enumeration issue for the dynamic traffic assignment problem. A 
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significant contribution of this paper is addressing the dynamic user equilibrium issue in 
a multiagent context. By assuming bounded rationality of user behavior, an individual’s 
best strategy at the activity-chaining process is to maximize the expectation of utility of 
choice alternatives under uncertainty. Based on the framework of Bellman’s principle of 
optimality, the proposed cross entropy algorithm drives the system towards 
approximations of dynamic user equilibriums. The numerical study on a bimodal 
simulation network shows that the algorithm converges to such an approximation of the 
equilibrium. Although the proposed CE approach is an exact algorithm rather than a 
heuristic method, the user equilibrium condition is usually difficult to verify in 
stochastic environment as presented in our numerical study.  
Future investigations and extensions include the study of the convergence of the 
algorithm and also the equilibrium stability in the presence of multiple equilibriums. 
Moreover, further research is needed concerning its efficiency when the number of OD 
pairs and the size of the network increase. The comparison of the performance of the 
proposed algorithm with other algorithms is also necessary, which is currently under 
study. 
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Figure 1. Grid road network example 
 
 
Figure 2. Convergence of all agents’ obtained net activity values based on activity 
program realization 
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Figure 3. Ordered agent’s obtained net activity value, by class and origin, based on 
activity program realization 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Ordered travel cost of car/bus agents from origin node 11 to the first activity 
destination (node 56/node 26, respectively), (left), and from node 56/node 26 to the 
second activity (node 26/node 56, respectively), (right). 
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Figure 5. Evolution of destination-chain choice probability for bus agents departing from 
origin node 11: destination chain beginning at node 7 and 26, (left), destination chain 
beginning at node 14 and 28, (right). 
 
Figure 6. Evolution of departure time choice probabilities for car/bus agents from origin 
node 11: from node 11 to node 56/node 26, (left), and from node 56/node 26 to node 26/ 
node 56 (right).      
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Figure 7. Evolution of outgoing node choice probability associated with nodes on a 
shortest route 11-12-13-14-15-16-26 for agents from origin node 11 to destination node 
26.  
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